
SLIDING

Expand Outdoor Lıvıng AreaFeel the Power of Nature…

All-round outdoor lıvıng

With the HUUN sliding system, you can use your commercial or residential properties 
year-round. You can enjoy the great outdoors without any influence of the weather 
conditions; in rain or storm, you get optimal protection without having to relinquish a 
beautiful panoramic view. 
�e living space you gain in this way can be opened completely in the summer when the 
weather is good and this much faster and more uncomplicated than you may think - all 
of our systems are designed for easy operability. Furthermore, you will save money in 
winter while heating and in summer while cooling thanks to high insulation level of  
HUUN Sliding systems. 
�e unrivalled choice of HUUN solutions options for the glazing of retractable 
pergolas, pavilions and canopied terraces cover all modern architectural requirements. 
HUUN sliding systems are tailored to the most diverse individual needs. 

Sliding Glass System combine utmost practicality with HUUN style and aesthetic. Easy to 
install, practical when opening and closing. It is most appropriate manual product for an 
outdoor retractable pergola, pavilion or terrace.   
HUUN Sliding fit into any architectural context, protecting the area from rain, wind and cold. 
It also provides long-term protection for building structures, increasing the value and 
quality of property.
With various combination possibilities, you may easily choose best matching layout for 
your place. Strong aluminum body, tempered glasses and two side locks provide security 
against burglary and possible impacts. System is fully durable against high wind load as 
well.
�is revolutionary system transforms the space into a peaceful island which you will enjoy all 
year round. Feel the nature without any boundaries and spend time in perfect peace and quiet.



Application and Opening Options

With 3 panels HUUN Sliding, it is possible to compound two systems to reach 6 panels;

�ermal (5+11+5 mm heat insulated tempered glass) option is just available for 4 rail sliding 
and possible to compound two systems to reach 8 panels. If needed thermal solution may 
convert to single glass solution as well. 

With 5 panels HUUN Sliding, it is possible to compound two systems to reach 10 panels. 

HUUN Sliding offers a large selection of different systems for every application as heat 
insulated or uninsulated. 
�ese two are called as HUUN Sliding and HUUN Sliding �ermal.
Various door closing solutions, with a key and handle easy to grip for sliding. 
�e configurations come in solutions with 3, 4 or 5 tracks up to a maximum 6, 8 to 10 panels, 
in combination 
with lateral or central opening.

Layout Options are;

Possible Combinations
Type of System
HUUN Sliding
HUUN Sliding 

5+5

�ermal

4+4 3+3

Double Glass Max. Possible Sizes Single Glass Max. Possible Sizes
Number of Panels
Width
Height

3 4 5
120 cm
300 cm

Width
Height

3 4 5
120 cm 120 cm 120 cm
300 cm 300 cm 300 cm

Number of Panels

Choice of Colors: Various high quality coating options 
(QUALICOAT Certified), anodized or wood cover surfaces for 
aluminium lets customers customize their HUUN Sliding. Besides 
all, it helps to provide robust durability to aluminium.  
As an option, it is possible to choose different color options for 
glasses like opac, tinted green, blue, bronze, clear and reflected. 

Aluminum:�e materials used by EmreAluminyum – aluminum and 
glass – meet the highest quality and standards. All of the aluminum we 
use in our systems are made of 1st quality T6 6063 alloys at our own 
extrusion facility. �us, we are able to control aluminum parameters 
from raw material to the final product in order to ensure if the intended 
quality is achieved or not. �e aluminum is not only corrosion proof 
and light, but it is also intensively durable and with these features it is 
the best material for Sliding systems. 

Glass:Offers a great deal of light and maximum transparency; it meets 
the demands of increased energy consciousness and represents an open 
room design. 
�ere is choice of single (10 mm) or double glazing (5+12+5 mm) and 
the type of glass could be laminated or tempered. 

Wheel:               Carrier wheels placed at lower part of panels from two sides.Bearing
which used inside wheel produced by castermid and it is very suitable for 
long term usage. Easy to adjust right position of wheels on rail during 
installation process thanks to configurable screw heads up to 4.5 mm. 
�ere are two options as single and double carrier wheels and it determines 
according to weight level of panels. On top of panels, guide wheels take 
position and the purpose is provide smooth sliding and reducing vibration 
against wind and impacts.

Stainless Steel Rail:Top of lower rail covers with steel in order to 
increase durability against friction and provides smooth slide while 
opening and closing panels. �e weight of the panels on the ground, 
therefore avoiding stress to upper load bearing beam while keeping 
maximum structural stability. 

Sealing:In order to improve complete protection against wind and 
rain, there is a standard assembly of sealing gaskets at connection 
parts of panels 

Finest Finishes:                               Pure design of HUUN Sliding provides an aesthetic
view along with simplicity. Beside all it provides utmost safety against 
burglary thanks to advance locking system.

Hardware: �e painted aluminum handle is placed on a lateral profile 
located on the abutment on the side of the door. Turning the handle 
downwards the counter-thrust lateral profile exercises pressure on the 
panel, compacting them from the opposite side and therefore 
improving system resistance and stability apart from impermeability. 
Standard glass know placed on the first panel. 

Elegant Desıgn Meets Wıth Outstandıng Qualıty

One double wheel durable against 100 kg load and two pieces use at each panel. Maximum panel
would be 1.20X3.00 meter at HUUN // Sliding for single and double glass solution and considering
this size wheels are more than enough to carry possible heaviest panel.
Stainless steel rail cap complementary component between panel and rail and it provides perfect
movement with minimum effort and also increasing the life time of wheels by way of not effecting
from environment conditions.
To compensate for structural variations, the integrated wheels can be height-adjusted by up to 5mm
for both types.
�e panels in system would slide as one while master panel takes the other followers or all panels
act individually. With this feature we offer great flexibility to end user.
To drain water through the outside, there is side caps of bottom rail. Design of caps fabricated to
convey water which is filled in bottom rail channels.

5 Rail 10 mm Single Glass Section View 4 Rail 5+12+5 �ermal Glass Section View


